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Paper 1 Sample – English loanwords in Japanese, letter on school funding 
 
 
TEXT A 
 
Contacts with European powers from the sixteenth century resulted in loanwords being 
borrowed from several Western languages into Japanese. Japan’s first contact with a 
Western country was when Portuguese traders and missionaries came to Japan in the 
mid- sixteenth century. The European loanwords therefore came from Portuguese. 
Some have not endured to the present - for example, the former word for glass bidoro 
(from Portuguese ‘vidro’) became replaced by gurusu (from Dutch). However, many 
remain in universal use; examples are pun (bread), tubuko (cigarette), and many words 
relating to Christianity, which was introduced into Japan by the Portuguese. Later in the 
sixteenth century, the Spanish were in Japan for a few years, lending a small number of 
words from their language. The English were in Japan for only ten years (1613-1623) 
and there are no records of words from English entering the Japanese language during 
that time. The Western nation which has had longest contact with Japan is Holland. The 
Dutch arrived in the early seventeenth century, and were allowed to continue trading 
with Japan even during the period of national seclusion from the mid-seventeenth 
century to the mid-nineteenth century, contributing a large number of words to the 
Japanese vocabulary, many of which remain in use. Examples of such words are 
kohi(coffee), biru (beer) and many words relating to medicine and science, which the 
Japanese actively studied from the Dutch during that time. 
 
Japan’s isolation from the West was ended when US warships arrived in what is now 
Tokyo harbour in the mid-nineteenth century. The nation was forced to accept American 
demands to open trade and diplomatic relations with the US. In subsequent years, 
Japan signed trade treaties with several Western nations. In 1868, a new government 
was formed, the Emperor was restored as the symbolic Head of State, and the name of 
the era changed to ‘Meiji’(Enlightened Rule). In the same year, a Charter Oath was 
issued, declaring that ‘knowledge shall be sought throughout the world so as to 
strengthen the foundation of Imperial Rule’. The principle of modernizing society while 
maintaining Japanese values was expressed in the slogan ‘Western technology, 
Japanese spirit’. Japan initiated and effectively pursued a policy of rapid modernization 
that would allow the nation to compete with foreign industrial and military powers on 
equal terms. The policy of isolation from Western culture had quickly been replaced by 
the resolution to learn as much as possible from Western countries. 
 
 
Guiding question: How does the writer use language to inform the audience? 
 
Extract from Kay, Gillan. “English Loanwords in Japanese,” World Englishes.  1995.  
 



 

 

Text B 
 

 
 
Guiding question: How does the writer use language to persuade the reader? 
 
 
From Hobbs, Wendy. Letter to The Honorable Peter Fassbender. 2015.  


